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Dr, Black well To Resign
Nude Sessions
(CPS) — A professor who held
nude encounter sessions in his
house as part of a class on sexism
has been laid off by Stockton
State College in New Jersey.
A Stockton official said the
professor, Jack Barense, has
been let go so that the college can
hire an additional accounting
professor. Barnes, however, has
claimed he was dropped because
of the nude sessions and has filed
a grievance with the faculty
union.

Baby's Love
(CPS-ZNS) - A new sex study
at Rutgers University indicates
that a little alcohol may make
you a better lover.
A Rutgers research team,
working under a federal
government grant, has been
giving student volunteers shots of
whiskey and then showing them
pornographic movies.
Each volunteer, after drinking
the hard stuff, is placed alone in a
room with a bed while the movie
is being shown. The physical
responses to the X-rated films
are then recorded by researchers
located in the next room.
The team reports they have two
sets of erotic movies — one for
men and one for women.
Terence Wilson, the project
director, said that the results this
far indicate that subjects with a
slight amount of alcohol in their
systems seem to be more quickly
and easily aroused than are
completely sober subjects.
However, Wilson added, if too
much booze is consumed, the
arousal factor suddenly drops
considerably. A little alcohol
seems to be the best, Wilson said.

Spend It Now

This semester marks the
conclusion of Dr. Herbert R.
Blackwell's term as Dean of
Longwood. In his formal
resignation to the Board of
Visitors, Dr. Blackwell stated, "I
regret to inform the board that I
anticipate retirement
for
disability prior to the end of the
current fiscal year. It has been a
most gratifying experience for
me to work with the members of
the Board and I appreciate all the
support I have received during
my tenure in the Office of the
Dean."
A native of Fort Monroe,
Virginia, Dr. Blackwell received
B.A. and M.A. degrees from the
University of Richmond, and a
PhD. in seventeeth and eightenth
century literature from the
University of Virginia. He joined
I/)ngwood's faculty in 1964 after
having taught at the University of
Virginia, Millsaps College, and
Delta State College. Serving first
as an associate professor of
English and for a short term as
chairman of the English
department, Dr. Blackwell was
appointed Dean of Ixmgwood on
Julv 1,1968. And, effective July 1,
1974, he was named VicePresident for Academic Affairs
as well.
Seven years doesn't seem to be
a long span of time, but
I-ongwood has seen numerous
changes, many because of Dr.
Blackwell's efforts (even though
he asks for none of the credit). He
commented that "One significant
change has been the upgrading of
professional qualifications of the
faculty. When I became Dean,
one-fourth
had
doctorate
degrees, now one-half does
Longwood has also increased the
size of the faculty from 110 to 160
full time members.

The Campus School, Wygal,
Bedford, and the language Lab
have been opened, and a number
of curriculum programs have
been added. We have extended
the curriculums to offer nonteaching degrees in all departments except Education. My
years as Dean have seen involving students and faculty
greater in decisions, and there
has been a movement from
faculty committees to committees of the college. Committees have been given student
members to provide more input
in planning new courses. We have
doubled the number of course
offerings
available
and
established a number of committees to help that weren't
previously in operation. The
student academic affairs committee was established to work
with faculty evaluations.
Students today have a far
greater choice academically and
socially than in the past. There
used to be much more rigid
general education requirements,
and they were more narrowly
specified. Students now have
more freedom to choose their
patterns of behavior as well as
their academic patterns.
The high rise dorms were built
because we were not able to
admit all the qualified students
who wanted to attend here. Up to
one third of all applications were
not accepted. Now we admit all
qualified students, but not those
whose qualities would not allow
them to finish. I don't consider
this to be a lowering of standards
since grades have shown improvement. Our graduate school
has been accredited, even though
we dropped the program in
history. The number receiving
degrees has tripled.

As for placement, we have
never had a material placement
problem. It's a tight job market
and most systems haven't placed
contracts yet, so far we have
been reasonable well able to
guarantee
placement
to
graduates."
Next year, Dr. Blackwell will
be teaching a few English
courses as well as being a consultant to the college. When
asked how his administrative job
compared with his teaching, he

stated "I have always enjoyed
teaching. That is the chief handicap with administrators. I look
forward to being able to teach
without being tied down to administrative projects. I have
enjoyed my work throughly, and
I look forward to working in
various capacities as long as
longwood wants me to.
longwood has a very dedicated
faculty and responsive students.
Dr. Willett has been particularly
(Continued on Page 8)

4% Increase In Tuition Announced
The attached fee schedule represents a 4 per cent increase in fees.
According to figures in a recent issue of the Chronicle of Higher
I duration the national percentage of increase for four-year public
institutions is 12 per cent.

(CPS) — Murl Curtis, a retired
Air Force major, has a new job.
STUDENT CHARGES — 1975-76
He's been elected by his fellow
Semester Charges
students to be the student
government commissioner of
finance at American River
Regular Session
College, a two-year school in
Sacramento, Calif.
What's more, Curtis has said he
has a "spend it now" attitude, Virginia Dormitory Students
having gone through the
College Tuition
Depression.
Comprehensive
Fee
"I say we should use all the
Activities Fee
money wisely that is in the
student council fund since it is the
students' money, and they may
not be here next semester to Virginia Non-Dormitory Students
enjoy it," said Curtis, alluding to
the nation's economic state.
College Tuition
Curtis said he plans to increase
Comprehensive Fee
the college's social events.
Activities Fee
Curtis, grandfather of five,
(Continued on Pagt 8)

Non-Virginia Dormitory Students
College Tuition
Comprehensive Fee
Activities Fee

$ 517.50
73250
17.50
$1,267 50

Virginia Dormitory Student Teachers
Attending College for Full Semester
1975-76

$ 292.50
732.50
17.50
$1,042.50

$ 292.50
42.50
17.50
$ 352.50

$ 292 50
34350

College Tuition
Comprehensive Fee
Supervisory Fee
Activities Fee

100 00

17.50
$ 75350

Virginia and Non-Dormitory Student
Teaching Only

$ 183.00
100.00

College Tuition
Supervisory Fee

$ 283.00
^rnnHniiitfl c\rt
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Jack Of All Trades,
And Master Of None
The Curriculum Committee has prepared a
questionnaire (see pg. 8) in order to receive input from
the students concerning the present General Education
requirements. Students should realize the power which
accompanies numbers. In other words, if a large
percentage of the student body completes and returns
this questionnaire, the students on the committee will
have percentages to present.
Obviously, the requirements should be changed.
The reason for this is that the trend of professionalism
has become more specialized, so in turn so should
education. For those students who are majoring in
educ ition there is more of a need for a wide knowledge
of information.
For those students who are not planning to teach,
however, they should be given the opportunity to
specialize in areas within their major.
Another manner in which General Education
Requirements hinder a student is in the fact that some
of these courses demand a major amount of time and
effort, and in the end it is usually these courses which
pull a student's average down.
Although
the
philosophy
behind
these
requirements is to produce a student who has a wide
general knowledge, employers today are not looking
for a "jack of all trades, and a master of none," they
are seeking those graduates who have a great amount
of knowledge and skill in a specific area.
As far as these courses are concerned, a proposed
change has been echoed by many students that these
courses should only be introductory courses and not
courses which are on a higher level and should require
prerequisites. This would provide a student with a wide
coverage of knowledge without demanding so much of
her time at the expense of her major.
Obviously, the necessity of some of the General
Education requirements should be seriously considered, because many of the courses provide the
students with little or no pertinent information which
she may utilize in her profession. Also, the number of
required General Education courses should be considered. Those forty-eight hours could be cut by at
least a third, which would give many students the
opportunity to double major.
BR
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a little sunshine." Write: Tony
I^auricella, No. 136671, P.O.B. 69,
Ix)ndon, Ohio 43140.
In closing, I would like to say
that any and all assistance you
might offer will be deeply appreciated, and your kindness will
never be forgotten.
Very truly yours,
Tony I^auricella, No. 136671
P.O.B. 69
Ixmdon, Ohio 43140

S-UN
Dear Editor,
I'm writting on behalf of the
Student Union to express our
appreciation to everyone who
helped with and supported
Bluegrass week end. It was reallygreat to see an activity like that
run so smoothly and be so well
attended. Actually, the planning
that we did was only a small part
of what was needed to make it a
success. We had help from so
many people that it would be
ridiculous to try to name them
all.
One group that often goes
unrecognized for their efforts is
the Physical Plant staff. Their
extra time, effort, and devotion
made Bluegrass week end almost
hassle-free. Everything was done
just right and usually ahead of
schedule (something we're not
accustomed to). The men from
Physical Plant are people we
could not function without, and
we appreciate them.
We were glad to see our events
so well attended and enjoyed by
so many people. A lot of time,
work, and money was invested in
Bluegrass week end. There was
some apprehension about
whether or not it would go over
well, particularly since nothing
like this has ever been done at
Ix)ngwood before, I think that
having so many people from the
Ix)ngwood community (faculty,
staff, and students) support an
effort like this shows that we are
beginning to open our minds to
things that we may not have
experienced before. If the
Student Union had the power to
commend, or condemn, we would
certainly commend the college
community for their enthusiastic
support of Spring Week End.
Sincerely,
Laurie McCullough

Have A
Question ?

CALL

CATALYST

Sally Graham

Opinions expressed are those of the weekly editorial board and
its columnists and do not necessarily reflect the views of the
student body or the administration.
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PROOFREADER

REPORTERS
Judy Amos , Bettie Bass, Karen Foster, Ellen
Cassada, Anita Rivard. Maureen Henley Carol Kraft,
Clare Baxter, Jo Leili, Mellissa Johnston,
Laurie McCullouph

■

of their time and—or blood. We
invite those of you who missed
the Bloodmobile to come out next
Dear Kditor:
year.
I noticed you made mention of
Respectfully,
the poor percentages of the Geist
Gay
Harrington
Bloodmobile held April 3.1 would
like to say that Geist is not upset
about the Booodmobile results.
Lonely Prison
Over 200 pints were contributed,
and we would like to once again
thank all those who participated Dear Editor:
in any way.
I am requesting your
I can not refute the statement assistance in a matter which is of
that the percentages were low. grave importance to me. I am
Rather than give the per- currently serving a sentence at
centages, I will give the statistics the
London
Correctional
in terms of number of con- Institution, Ixmdon, Ohio for a
tributors—total number in class. very stupid mistake I once made.
This may explain the results This is my first experience with
better than saying, for example, incarceration, and I am seeking
8.7 per cent.
correspondence, because now I
see how lonely prison life can be.
Freshmen
60—639 I am a ex-college student, trying
Sophomores i Winners i 53—513 to keep in touch with the outside
.Juniors
32—365 world, and it would be greatly
Seniors
23—447 appreciated if you would consider
running the short personal ad
The sororities had a large turn- that follows in your campus
out, and their percentages were paper. You can be assured that
high I AST - 62 per cent, DZ — 51 all letters I might receive will be
per cent, etc.). It must also be answered.
remembered that all those in
•Do you know what it's like to
sororities are members of a be lonely, and to be without a
class, and signed up for their friend? If not write this prisoner
class as well.
and I can tell you all about it. If
Let me reiterate — Geist you're as lonely as I, write
thanks all those who have given anyway — maybe we can create

Geist Bloodmobile

GIVE to
the American
Cancer Society,.

THE ROTUNDA
is in need
of Reporters
CALL 392-9245
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Spring Weekend- Provides Variety Of Successful Activities

Student Union's Bluegrass
Week End started off with a bang
on Friday night with the first of
three concerts. Due to cold and
rainy weather, the concert had to
be moved from Longwood
Estates into Her gym, but it was
nevertheless quite successful. A
crowd of about 700 came to listen
to the music of Hardwood and
watch the antics of the Star
Spangled Washboard Band. By
the time the concert was over, the
entire crowd was on its feet
unpin' and swingin' and
hollenn" Aw Reet!. The Student
Union members who organized
the concert commented that it
went

pected, and everyone seemed to
be enjoying themselves.
Saturday morning came early
for those who participated in the
registration and interest fair.
High school students were exposed to many aspects of
Longwood, and tours were
available for the students, their
families, and friends. The Gold
room was crowded all morning
with colleagues, faculty members, and others who were there
to make visiting longwood a
pleasant experience for the
prospective students.
Also during the morning,
was a performance by the college
mnastic?

both of which were well attended.
Parents of the high school
students were invited to the
alumni house for a reception.
A buffet lunch was served by
Slater on Wheeler mall, with
more entertainment by Hardwood. In spite of the chilly
weather, there was laughing and
dancing, and people seemed to be
getting more and more into the
spirit of Bluegrass.
The Phys. Ed. department kept
the ball rolling during tin
ternoon by giving exhibitions in
fencing, tennis, and dance Many
of the prospi
tudents were
interested in these, but they

I-ongwood students.
Student Union's coffeehouse
committee did their thing in the
Gold room on Saturday afternoon, the easy music and
relaxed atmosphere gave visitors
a much needed break from the
frantic pace of the day's activities. Performances were
given by Mr. and Mrs. Mesejian
with Dr. Lockwood, Judy Ellis.
and i\i •■•( Chapman, a freshman
student at Eiampden-Sydney.
By 2.;J(), all traces of the pi< tin
had disappeared, and had been
replaced by a bazaar behind the
re thn ■
participants, selling
from

hot dogs to paper flowers and
cookies.
Throughout most of the day,
tours to Hampden-S>dnc> were
provided using the squatty bus,
driven by student union mem
bers. This was a popular item
u ith most of the high school girls.
On the last tour of the afternoon, <i Stop W88 made at
Hampden Stable, where the
I/mgwood riding -lasses gfl
demonstration in horsemanship.
Saturday evening the i rowds
gathered again In Her gym for
another free i mcert, this time
.1 sion Mountain
Wood Band
ilong with the
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"Pitch-In" Proves To Be Highlight

GIN RICKEY

Of An April 7th-11th Effort By Student Union
By JO LEW
Wednesday, April 9, and
Thursday, April 10, proved to be
the highlight of an April 7 to 11
effort, as the Student Union
featured a free car wash in observance of "Pitch-In!" week, as
sponsored by Budweiser and the
ABC Radio Network.
Held both Wednesday and
Thursday, from 4:30 p.m., to 7:00
p.m., in the state car parking lot,
sixteen to twenty persons
provided the working staff each
day, aided occasionally by enthusiastic car owners who just
'wanted to help." Three lines of
cars were sprayed, soaped, and
rinsed simultaneously, and then
pulled into a line where they were
later vacuumed inside. A "PitchIn!" litter bag was then
presented to each driver, to
encourage the retention of
potential litter within the car
rather than on the streets or
roadsides.
Wednesday's weather proved
sunny and fitting for the occasion, as about twenty-one cars
were serviced during the three
and one-half hour period. Student
Union member, and "Pitch-In!"
cochairperson Janet Sullivan,
exclaimed that "everyone got
wet, but in the long run we had
some fun!" She also felt that
"the car wash was well
organized, as everyone did have
fun hut also did their part." In
expressing gratitude for the
sin cess of the first day, Janet
said "I would like to thank Slater

for the bag lunches. They were current athletic activities in Her
really good, not quite Birthday field.
Sophomore, Thalia Gerachis,
Dinner, but good! I'd also like to
thank Mr. Harper for making up in discussing the work acsuch nice T-shirts, which we wore complishments on Thursday,
for publicity throughout the stated briefly but effectively that
"They say our humor is all wet,
week."
but
its for a good cause!" Student
Janet also noted that "a lot of
Union
member, Anmarie Nemetz
faculty came," as evidenced by
the presence of Ms. Phyllis just felt that the entire affair was
nifty," and I^urie McCullough,
Harris, Physical Education
Student Union Chairperson exDepartment member, who
pressed her viewpoint with "I
commented that "Nobody does
anything for free anymore, this is feel a little waterlogged, but if it
just great! I think my car runs makes people happy, well then its
better already!" Cochairperson, well worth it!" Concerning the
Barbara Lichford, stated that she pleasantly surprising outcome of
was "really pleased with the the weather, I^aurie also said that
initial turnout, but it was weird, "I did an Indian rain dance last
because people kept wanting to night for good weather, I guess it
donate money, they just couldn't worked!"
Car owners that day included
believe it was free!"
Thursday, although at first Ix)ngwood and Hampden-Sydney
rainy and overcast, with students, townspeople and
precipitation
predicted faculty. Mr. Joe Mitchell,
throughout the day, eventually Director of public relations
was transformed into a warm, stated that "I think its super!",
sunny day, to provide yet another and Ms. Nicki Fallis, Director of
time of good car washing ex- Admissions commented "1 think
periences. The day of the 10, its so very nice. I went away on
perhaps due to the spread of business for awhile, left my car
publicity of the previous day, here, and when I came back, it
drew a crowd of over sixty cars, was all clean and shiny! Its been
as the servicing period ran quite a day, but this makes me
"slightly" overtime until around feel better already." I^ongwood
9:00 p.m. With ample bag lun- Biology teacher, Mr. Robert
ches again provided by Slater, for Thomas, after observing the
a working force, ranging at times feminine working crew for some
from fifteen to twenty girls, the period of time stated that "You
external washing procedures all sure have a lot of energy! And
progressed at a nice pace, while this is all for free?" Farmville
the vacuuming backed up residents also noted the energetic
accomplishments of the "Pitchsomewhat, giving the drivers
spare time to watch the con- In!" volunteers, and C. T.
Wilkerson, and Jerry L. Miller,
both shared the opinion that "Its
a really good thing, and a nice
thing to do, more people should
get involved in activities like this.
This will shed a good light on
I>ongwood in view of the town,
and hopefully encourage more
assigned to tables in the dining people to get involved."
hall. Their student or .students
Also running throughout the
assigned to them will eat with week, was a tin and aluminum
them and any other student can drive, which featured a
wishing to. Throughout the past coordinated effort of the
week, sign-up sheets have been in placement of garbage cans in the
the New Smoker for those residence halls, and the
students desiring to have lunch cooperation on the part of a
with a particular staff member. Farmville restaurant, NotThe da) will close with supper tinghams, thus making these
in the Banquet Hooni at (i:0O. Dr. metals available for recycling. It
Henry I. Willett, President, and is hoped by cochairpersons,
Chairman Sue Scarborough will Janet and Barbara, that this
then comment on how the day year's "Pitch-In!" project, will
turned out.
serve as a building basis or
The stu tents who have been groundwork for upcoming
assigned to certain ad- projects of its kind in future
ministrators and staff are to years.
spend as much time as possible
with them. Also the students have

Student Government Day
Is Planned For April 17
'Student Government Day" is
set up for the purpose of bringing
.students ami the administration
< lose i together and so the) might
exchange ideas, were the comments of Sue Scarborough,
Chairman ol liCgislativc Board.
Studt it Government Da) will
take place Thursday, April 17,
beginning with a staff meeting in
the Itanqucl Koom at 9:30.
Administrative staff and faculty
members with then assigned
students will attend. Through the
meeting, it is hoped that students
will better understand the
positions and jobs ol the staff and
will be able i>> appl) what they
h.i\ i learned in theii positions In
student government here <>t
langwood College
\l lunch time, twenty-live

various administrators will be

RUMMAGE SALE
April 18
College plaza
shopping center
Sponsored By
DELTA ZETA

been asked to start now, before

Student Government Day by
visiting the staff member they
are assigned to. Students have
been informed they may also
invite administrators to attend
(lass with them.
Questions and suggestions
raised from Student Government
Da) will be answered and
publicized in the Kotunda.
"If it is publicized and talked
up enough, student Government
can be a success," commented
Sue. when asked about Student
Government Day.

Juice and shell of Vi lime
2 Oz. dry gin
Place in highball glass with cube
of ice
Fill with carbonated water
Serve with stir rod

Longwood's Players Present
Rosencrantz And Guildenstern
Opening tonight and running
through Saturday, ROSENCRANTZ AND GUILDENSTERN ARE DEAD, a Longwood
Players' Presentation, will be
performing in Jarman. Curtain
time is at 7:30 tonight and
Thursday; Friday and Saturday
at 8:00. Admission is free for
longwood students who present
their ID's. The charge is $1.00 for
Hampden-Sydney students and
children, $2.00 for the general
public.
According to the director,
Martha Mattus, the play written
by Tom Stoppard, is a, ". .
.multifaceted comedy (whose1
characters and inspiration
(come) from Shakespeare's
HAMLET. In Shakespeare's
play,
Rosencrantz
and
Guildenstern two old time
friends of Hamlet's, are sent for
by Claudius, the usurping king of
Denmark, and are instructed to
discover the cause of Hamlet's
peculiar behavior. When Hamlet
kills Polonius, Claudius sends
him to England escorted by
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern,
bearing a letter with instructions
for the king of England to have
Hamlet put to death. Hamlet
changes the letters leaving the
unsuspecting itwo). . .carrying
an order for their own execution.
The play ends with the arrival of
the English ambassador to tell
Claudius that Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern are dead. Stoppard
concentrates on the plight of
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern,
two 'little men' caught up in
events they don't understand."
The part of Rosencrantz is
being played by Susann Smith a
sophomore speech—drama

Emory Waldrop Given Position
At Hampden-Sydney College

Mr. Emory Waldrop has been from 1966-1969, he returned to
appointed associate director for Richmond to attend Virginia
news and information at Hamp- Commonwealth
University,
den-Sydney College in Virginia, where he received his B.A.
according to an announcement by degree in 1973.
For the past four years, Mr.
David E. Tork, vice president for
college affairs.
Waldrop has been working as a
A native of Richmond, Waldrop commercial photographer in the
attended the Collegiate Schools Richmond area. He joins the staff
and the Citadel in Charleston. of the office of college affairs to
After serving with the U. S. Army take charge of their news bureau.
MOM

'bout

thatlljMt

got here A
already-MAILUmrrv.

major. Although Susann has
worked backstage, this will be
her first performance in a play on
IiOngwood's stage. Kurt Corriher,
who is presently teaching in the
foreign language department,
will play the part of Guildenstern.
Kurt appeared here last semester
in ELECTRA, and this semester
played Polo in the H-S production, A HATFUL OF RAIN.
Donna Bolen, a junior foreign
language major, is the player.
Donna is well-known for her
performances at I^ongwood, the
most recent ones being it
EIJ3CTRA and PYGMAIJON.
The Players, a troupe of "multitalented" performers will be
done by: H-S junior Pierce
Brown; sophomores Kathy
Slonaker and Polly Milliner;
freshman Ann Marie Morgan as
Alfred; and juniors Vickey Ward
and Val Kestner.
Other actors who walk offstage
from HAMIJ3T and onstage to
ROSENCRANTZ AND
GUILDENSTERN are: Bill
Atkinson in the role of Hamlet;
Bob Webber a member of
longwood's faculty, as Polonius;
sophomore Cindy Holmes as
Ophelia; freshman Linda Frank
as Gertrude, Hamlet's auntmother; H-S junior Don Reid as
Claudius, Hamlet's uncle-father;
and H-S students Clark Iindsay
and Doug Jones as the two
soldiers.
Crews working the backstage
portion of the production are
headed by : l/)u Ann Wunnenberg, Stage Manager and
Dayna Smith, Assistant Stage
Manager; Charlene Wilton,
Master Electrician; Frank
Spruce, Set; Connie Prillaman,
Sound;
Karen
Overman,
Costumes; Cindy Johnson,
Props; and Trish Howland, Make
Up. Publicity Crew Chief is Glynn
Griggs and Jeanne Schiel is in
charge of House.

Sex And The
Single Student
(CPS) — Sexual relations
between teachers and students
were recently surveyed at UCLA.
Of the 350 questionaires circulated to both teaching
assistants and professors, 15 per
cent were returned. Of those, 20
per cent of the faculty admitted
to having sexual relations with
their students. Half of those

respondents said they approached the students and the
other half said they were approached or just "fell" into affairs.
One faculty member revealed
that the student he once slept
with is now his wife and others
claimed they slept with students
but not their own.
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COMMITTEE AGAINST FOOD WASTE BULLETIN NO.2
Last week we mentioned the "Campaign Against Food Waste"
The reasons for not wasting food are obvious when you consider food as
dollars and some of the increases this past year:
Hot Dogs increased from 68c to 92c per lb.
Eggs went up 32c per dozen.
Apples last fall were $3.25 per bu. and now are $6.25.

Phi Kappa Phi Will Initiate
Bacon skyrocketed 54 per cent.

New Members On April 23
Phi Kappa Phi honorary
fraternity will initiate 34 new
members on April 23. Guest
speaker for the Installation
Banquet is Professor T. E.
Crawley, Hurt Professor of
English at Hampden-Sydney
College. He will speak on Henry
David Thoreau.
A 3.75 cumulative grade point
average is required for junior
membership in Phi Kappa Phi.
The following juniors will be
initiated next week: Ruth
Elizabeth Bray, Margaret R.
Lee, Joanne I/eStourgeon, Robin
Eve McDaniel, Frances S. Redd,
Susan Carol Warner, and Rhonda
Ree Stockton.
For seniors, a 3.5 cumulative
grade point average is required.
Seniors to be initiated are:
Sharon I. Barnes, Pettis Ann
Bowling, Edith S. Brantley,
Carolyn Campbell, Betty Anne
Cauley, Mona S. Dehart, Susan

Page Emory, Gloria Ann Gilbert,
Mary E. Hahn, Mary Paige
Hinton, Rose Marie Hooper,
Brenda Jordan,
Kimberly
Livick, Katherine ViAnn Lvnch.
Lucy L. Martin, Deborah L.
McNulty, Donna Lee Merritt,
Carolyn S. Moring, Mary E.
Nemey, Deborah M. Potter,
Sherrill Pulley, Patricia A.
Saunders, Robin Anne Stables,
Dulaney H. Stehl, and Adina L.
Swartz.
These girls join classmates
Donna Jacobs and Debra
Jacobson, who were initiated
during their junior year.
In addition to the students
named above Phi Kappa Phi will
install two new members from
the faculty. They are Dr. Paul S.
Hesselink of the Music Department, and Mr. Kurt D. Corriher,
of the Foreign Languages
Department.

New Colleagues Taped
March 19th In Jarman
Haymaker, Marcie Helmke,
By DONNA BROOKS
Congratulations are to be given Sally Hoffmaster, Chi Hollister,
to Longwood's eighty-one new Donna Howdyshell, Anne Hunt,
KampfColleagues. March 19 saw a Becky Jordan, Gay
group of anxious freshmen sitting niueller, Karen Kimbrough, Pam
in Jarman waiting for the annual Klein, Rhonda Knight, Julie
tapping. Complete with song and Irving, Lynn Mabry, Mary Sue
candlelight the 1974 Colleagues McDonnell, Amy Miller, Cindy
circled on Jarman stage to start Nelson, Dawn Parrish, Barbara
the ceremony. Mary Bruce Petri, Sue Rama, Sally Rennie,
Hazlegrove, head Colleague, was Karen Rich, Kay Robinson,
given a long round of applause Penny Robinson, Mary Sherertz,
after her farewell speech and the Frances Simmons, Frieda
tapping
began. The new Shaver, Patricia Smith, Tilsia
Colleagues
are:
Peggie Stephens, Lynn Sullivan, Mary
Alexander, Ixiurie Allan, Ellen Thompson, Mary Ixm Terrell,
Apperson, Cathy Artois, Gloria Put Tibbs, Gloria Tolliver, Sue
Avery,
Liz Barch, Sherrie Watson, Debbie Lynn Whitt,
Barnard, Pat Barron, Vivien Lynn Wilkes, Brenda Williams,
Bianchi, Vivian Bishop, Amy Kva Marie Wolf, Shaw Wodd,
Blanks, Pam Blewett, Sally Teresa Wood, Sara Jo Wyatt,
Boltz, Linda Brinson, Linda Jackie Yeatts, Clara Anne
Brown, Rennie Bruno,
Julie Young, Donna Anderson, Tara
Burner, Debbie Campbell, Cathy Bolt, Eileen English, Debbie
Hicks, and Patty Hughes.
Carpenter, Karen Clements,
After all of the girls had been
Brenda Cooley, Janie Corman,
tapped,
Mary Bruce presented
Debbie Van Denburg, Robin
Deans, Gwen Dey,
Susan next year's head Colleague Amy
Dierson, Pat Dobbins, Vickie Miller with a spring bouquet.
Easter, Uighann Evelyn, Carol There is no doubt that Amy and
Ann Filo,
Jann Frey, Pat the others will do a fine job with
Graham, Susan Hall, Gwen orientation next fall.

A sack of flour costs $13.60 today and was just $7.63 last year.
And these price increases are typical of other increases in beef, canned
goods, dairy products, etc.
You can help control costs — avoid the possibility of plate waste by
coming back for second servings — rather than loading up the first time.
Remember

Conserve!
Quantity Foods Class

Literary Symposium At Hampden -Sydney
Focuses On 'American's Cultural Heritage'
Hampden-Sydney College will
experience one of the most important literary events in its
history this spring as it brings to
the College four of this country's
leading scholar-critics to participate in a Literary Symposium
focusing upon "America's
Cultural Heritage." This major
and final Bicentennial Literary
event will be held at the College
on Wednesday and Thursday,
April 16 and 17.
The general topic for the
Symposium is THE AMERICAN
CHARACTER AS REFLECTED
AND-OR PROJECTED IN THE
WRITINGS OF EMERSON,
THOREAU, WHITMAN, and
MELVILLE. Dr. T. Edward
Crawley, Hurt Professor of
English at Hampden-Sydney and
an alumnus of the College, has
provided
an
excellent
background for the Symposium
during the past several months
by presenting four major lectures, one on each of the four
American authors. The lectures
and
Symposium
are
a
culmination of some two years of
research conducted by Dr.
Crawley.
The four scholar-critics are
Floyd Stovall, moderator of
events and lecturer on Whitman;
Leon Howard, lecturer on
Melville; .1. Lyndon Shanley,
lecturer on Thoreau; and Robert
E. Spiller, lecturer on Emerson.
There will be occasions for
students and other interested
persons to meet informally with
the speakers for discussion and
exchange of ideas.
Dr. Floyd Stovall received his
Ph. D. at the University of Texas.
He has authored, coauthored, and

edited a number of books, several
of which have received national
awards. Among those books are
EIGHT AMERICAN AUTHOKS.
published by MLA, 1956; WALT
WHITMAN'S PROSE WORKS
1892, (2
vols.). New York
University Press, 1901-1963; and
THE POEMS OF EDGAR
ALLEN POE, University Press
of Virginia, 1965.
In addition to serving on
national committees and in
various official capacities for the
Modern language Association,
Dr. Stovall served on the editorial
board
of
AMERICAN
LITERATURE from 1959 to UMiiJ.
and as Consultant in American
Literature for the Library of
Congress. He is a member of Phi
Beta Kappa.
Dr. I,eon Howard earned his
I'h D. at Johns Hopkins
University. He has served as Phi
Beta Kappa lecturer on its
distinguished scholars program,
has
received
the
UCLA
Distinguished Teaching Award,
and is a Fellow of the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences.
He has served as visiting
professor and lecturer' in several
foreign countries including
England, France, Sweden,
Germany, Norway, Finland, and
Australia. In 1969, a volume ol
essays in his honor was published
by the Purdue University Press
entitled
THEMES
AND
DIRECTIONS IN AMERICAN
LITERATURE, edited by Ra> B
Browne and Donald Piser. In
1973, the Modern Language
Association presented Dr.
Howard with the Jay B. Hubbell
Medal for distinguished service
to American Literature.

Assorted Sorority Jewelry
Lavalicrs-Rings-Pins
Charms And Seals

FarmviMe, Va. Phone 392-4904

Among the books written In
Dr. Howard are: IJTERATUKE
AND
THE
AMERICAN
TRADITION,
Doubleday and
Co., 1980, and "THE MIND" OK
JONATHAN HOWARDS
A
RECONSTRUCTED TEXT,
University of California Cress,
1963. Dr. Howard is a member of
Phi Beta Kappa and is listed in
WHO'S WHO IN AMF.KICA.
Dr. .). Lyndon Shanley was
bom in Allenhurst, New Jersey,
and earned his A. B. and I'h. I),
degrees
from
Princeton
University. He has been a
member of the English faculty of
Northwestern University since
1936. An active ineinbei ol the
Modern language Association,
Dr. Shanley is also involved in the
National Council of Teachers of
English and the Thoreau Soeiet).
Although 1)1. Shanle) describes
himsell as primarily a student ol
niedieval and rcnaissam e
English literature, he has Ionbeen an enthusiastic and widely
recognized authorit) on Thoreau.
His THE MAKING OF WAIDEN
is considered l>\ man) as our ol
the finest studies ever made <.|
that particular work.
Dr. Robert V. Spiller was bom
in Philadelphia and received his
B.A., M.A., and I'h. I), degrees
from the University of Pennsylvania. Dr. Spiller has taught
at Ixith Swarthmore College and
the University ol Pennsylvania,
retiring from the latter in 1%7
He has been Consultant in
American Cultural History for
the Library of Congress and
chairman of Important com
mittees of the American Council
of I-earned Societies and the
Modern language Association
In 1973, Dr. Spiller was the
recipient of the Award of Merit of
the Philadelphia Art Alliance.
Dr. Spiller will lecture on
Emerson at 3:30 p.m. on Wednesday, April Hi. At 7:30 that
same evening Dr. Shanley will
speak on Thoreau. Thursday,
April 17, Dr. Stovall will speak on
Whitman at 11:30 a.in , and Dr.
Howard will present Ins view
Melville at 3:30 p.m. The four
distinguished seholars will n
ther for ;• panel di
Thursday, April 17, at 7::i0
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1975 LACROSSE TEAM MEMBERS

Longivood's Gymnastic Team Ends Season
Placing Very High In Regional Competition
coring 7.45, only
The Lon^wood Gymnastic floor ex<
.55
of
a
point
away
from 6th place
team ended their season's
and
an
opportunity
to compete in
competition mi a high note with
national
competition.
Lynn
PVeral of the team members
Mabry
placed
13th
in
balance
placing very high m regional
competition. Teams from South beam competition, scoring 7.05,
Carolina, North Carolina. .65 from 6th place and a chance to
Virginia, Tennessee, and Ken- compete in national competition.
tucky competed in the Regional Miss Judy Johnson, coach of the
Meet held at Appalachian State gymnastic team was very
University in Boone, N.C. pleased with the performance of
Longwood
gymnasts,
Ixmgwood team members Sue the
although
she
says
that
she was
Bona, l.ynn Mabry, Patti Merrill
and Beth Tomlinaon competed in not surprised. "Patti and Lynn
the meet. All of the IX girls have consistently placed in the
placed in the top half of the top three all season, and we
competition, in which 14 teams compete against many of the top
competed, with approximately *>o regional teams."
I am very proud of the entire
girls in each event.
Patti Mcrrell placed 10th in team: Darla Decatur. Pat

WHAT m A JOCK?

Caudle, Sue Bona, Lynn Mabry,
Pattie Merrill, Ann Marie
Morgan, Putt Tibbs, Beth
Tomlinson, and Nina Shornak.
Officially we have had a losing
season, but our final scores have
been only a .7 to 12 points away
from our opponents. When teams
are scoring around 60 to 70 points,
as we are, that difference in
points can really be interpreted
as very little difference between
teams. Except for one meet, we
have won at least 6 out of the top
12 places in each meet. I am
pleased with the way the girls
have worked and I am anticipating a good 1975-76 season. I
would like to thank particularly
our managers, Amy Davis and B.
J. Moss. They have "acted" as
coaches, psychologists, and
janitors, as well as managers,
and I am sure the team joins me
in thanking them for their contribution."

ADAMS, JUDY
BALL, SUE
BARNARD, SHERRY
BATEMAN, KATRINA
BAUMLER, LINDA
BEKIUS, SUE
BOWMAN, SUSAN
BRUBAKER, DONNA
CAPEHART, SCOTTIE
CARROLL, LIZ
EASTER, EMILY
FILO, CAROL

GRYMES, SALLIE
HOLT, CATHY
LEE, ELEANA
MORROW, JENNY
O'BRIEN, BARBARA
SAMS, CHERYL
SAWYER, TERRI
STEACY, KIM
VOIT, TERRY
WOLFE, JANICE
WOODS, SANDY

MANAGERS:
CUNNINGHAM, CHERYL
DAVIS, CINDY
MABRY, LYNNE
COACH: ANNE HUFFMAN
ASSISTANT COACH: CAROLYN HODGES
APRIL 17
WESTHAMPTON
HERE
APRIL 20
VIRGINIA CLUB
HERE
APRIL 24-26 VWLA TOURNAMENT HOLLINS

What is a JOCK?
-:i guy who gets the Scholar
Athlete and copied your chemistry labs
-a gal who has larger thighs than
your psychology teacher
-a stretchy, clastic article used
lor moral support
-a person who has a combined
SAT score of 300: 130 verbal and
170 math

LANKFORD BUILDING LONGWOOD COLLEGE
Sponsored by Department of Art and Student Union

-the John and .lane Does who
congregate behind Iler for a fiveminute smooch session

Martha O'Brien

-a person whom the drama
people hate
-a guy who wears his varsity
jacket (complete with sports insignia)
his adidas or converse tennis shoes,
his while sweat socks, sweatbands,
football jersey, sweat pants and tie
all in one night-to the May Day Dance

S€NIOR ART MAJOR

-the person who either pounds all
the smokers or is one
-the person who limps all day
long from that terrible athletic injury,
Only to he seen that 'light doing the
Bump at the S-UN dance

APRIL 2 thru 20,1975
in the R€ADING ROOMS

-a person who cats ten pieces
of pi/./.a, four salads, six pieces of
bread and nine -lasses of skim milk
and then utters, 'That wasn't a bad
snack- when are we going over to
the snack shop'"'
-the person who was "college
material" only !<> flunk out of college
alter only one week.
^

Bowles Named Ms. Future Bus. EX.
Margaret Ann Bowles, a junior
office administration major from
Richmond, has been named Ms.
Future Business Executive for
the State and will represent
Virginia in national competition
to be held June 23-25 in Miami.
Florida.
The competition was held April
4-5 at the .Jefferson Hotel in Richmond as part of the annual state
lonference of Phi Beta Lambda,
national business fraternity.

In other events of the weekend,
Merilyn Gayle Inge, a junior
business education major from
Church Road, was awarded the
Mary B. McGinty Memorial
Scholarship by the State chapter
of Phi Beta lambda. Merilyn
also won second place in the Ms.
Future
Business
Teacher
competition.
A five-member Parliamentary
I«aw team, composed of Patti
Albro. Elaine Baird. Kathy

Mclntosh, Diane Sallans, and
Carol Whitaker, placed second in
state competition.
Also attending the state conference were I-orraine Bailey
and Janet Hill. The group was
act ompanled b> Mrs. Prances
Hamlett and Miss Sarah 1-owe
Thompson, co-advisors of the
IiOngwood Phi Beta I-ambda
Chapter.
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Governor Demands U. Of
Maine Trustees Resignations
(CPS) - Conflicts between
state governments and state
universities have been heated in
recent years, but few have hit the
boiling point reached in Maine.
There the Univeristy of Maine
and the state government have
arrived at an impasse after Gov.
James longley demanded but did
not receive the resignations of all
members of the university's
Board of Trustees.
Longley asked for the
resignations in a speech to the
state legislature early in his
term, as part of fulfilling one of
his campaign promises.
"Because of what I feel is a
great need for a fresh start in our
university system," Ixwigley said
in his speech to the legislators, "I
will ask (the trustees) to submit
letters of resignation."
The trustees promptly issued
statements declaring they would
do no such thing. "Continuity of
service and experience (of board
members) is essential to the
stability and autonomy of the
university," trustee chairperson
Jean Sampson said in part.
Governor l>ongley responded
by acknowledging that he had no
power to dismiss the trustees,
and that he respected them for
their stand. He also announced
that he proposed a budget for the
university of $70 million for the
next two years, a full $20 million
under what the trustees
requested for the university.
The antagonism between the
governor and the trustees goes
back to the days when IiOngley
headed
up
the
Maine
Management and Cost Survey
Commission, a position which
gained him enough public
recognition to make him the first
independent governor in the U.S.
since the 1930s.
The Ix)ngley commission made

68 recommendations to the
university, including conversion
of three of the university's
campuses from four to two year
institutions and the total
elimination of a fourth campus,
already a community college of
the type Longley advocated for
the other campuses.
The
university trustees
adopted 38 recommendations
from the commission, which
dealt only with internal accounting and other business
procedures. The most significant
of the Ixmgley proposals were
rejected.
Now, as Governor, Ixingleyhas
tried again. He has asked the
legislature to establish an advisory committee for the
univeristy to watch over its
operations. But his proposals so
far are not being greeted enthusiastically.
"He seems to be trying to
impose political control on the
university," declared trustee
Francis Brown, "and if he continues that, I'll oppose him with
everything I've got."
"The governor's move is
patently absurd," insisted State
Rep. Richard Davies, who said
the governor's plans would allow
him control over the university
and destroy the idea of a free
educational system.
Almost all segments of the
university are solidly against the
governor's plans.
"Governor Ixmgley has antagonized and alienated just
about every group and department in the state since taking
office," observed Um-Orono
StudentGovernment Secretary
Kate Melligan.
For now, action is at a standstill, but hearings on the
university's budget opened
March 20.

Tuition Charges
(Continued from Page 1)
Non-Virginia Dormitory Student Teachers
Attending College for Full Semester
College Tuition
Comprehensive Fee
Supervisory Fee
Activities Fee

$ 517.50
343.50
100.00
17.50
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$ 978.50

H-S Named Bicentennial College Community

Non-Virginia Student Teaching Only
College Tuition
Supervisory Fee

Virginia Non-Dormitory Student Teachers
Attending College for Full Semester
College Tuition
Comprehensive Fee
Supervisory Fee
Activities Fee

Special Fees
Virginia Special Students — per credit hour
Non-Virginia Special Students — per credit hour
Virginia Graduate Students - per credit hour
Non-Virginia Graduate Students —per credit hour
Thesis Fee
Diploma and Graduate Fee (Bachelor or Master)
Special Examination Fee
Application Fee
Keadmission Fee
Deposit Fee (Deposit from all Students)
Automobile Registration Fee
Overload: Over 18 hours (SeeCatalogue)
Course Change

$ 323.00
100.00
$ 423.00

By The Am. Revolution Bicentennial Admin.

Hampden-Sydney College has
been named a bicentennial
college community by the
American Revolution Bicen$ 292.50 tennial Administration, ac26.00 cording to Dr. W. Taylor
100.00 Reveley, president of the 200 year
17.50 old institution.
Founded in 1776, Hampden$ 436.00 Sydney is the only college in
America that shares the birth
year of the nation and the last
college founded under the rule of
Great Britain.
30.00
After two centuries, the
35.00 Hampden-Sydney campus still
30.00 retains its historic appearance,
35.00 having been named an Historic180.00 Preservation Zone in 1969 and
10.00 entered in the National Register
5.00 for Historic places. Included
15.00 among the thirteen buildings
10.00 which have been designated
Virginia Historic landmarks is
50.00 Cushing Hall, which is the oldest
5.00 four-story college residence hall
30.00 in America still in use as such.
2.00 Cushing Hall is both a physical

and spiritual link with the past
and the future, serving scores of
young men in their educational
experience at Hampden-Sydney.
The College is named for John
Hampden and Algernon Sydney,
Englishmen who sacrificed their
fortunes and their lives in the
fight for religious and constitutional liberties for the
common people of England.
Their ideals of freedom were
undoubtedly foremost in the
thoughts of Patrick Henry and
James Madison, who were instrumental in founding Hampden-Sydney and served on the
College's first Board of Trustees.
In recognition of its unique
position as America's only
college founded in 1776, Hampden-Sydney initiated four years
ago a Bicentennial program of
varied cultural events and
academic symposia. The purpose
of the program is to highlight the
200 year heritage of the Nation
and the College and to examine

their future. During this program
Hampden-Sydney has brought to
the community a number of
distinguished men, including
among others Tom Wolfe, John
Kenneth (lalbraith, Sir Norman
Skelhom, Dr. Albert B. Sabm,
Di Michael E. DeBakey and
Senator Mark Hatfield to participate in smyposia on law,
medicine,
economics
and
education.
Bicentennial events at the
College this spring included an
appearance of the Richmond
Sinfonia with the HampdenSydney Glee Club and the
I/)ngwood College Concert Choir,
and the
Barter Theatre
production of "The Devil's
Disciple
Hampden-Sydney will host a
two-day Literary Symposium
April 16-17 as part of its Bicentennial observance. Four of the
nation's most noted scholarcritics, Dr. I^eon Howard, Dr.
(Continued on Page 8)
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Student Questionnaire For

ALL LIBRARY MATERIALS

General Education Requirements
For years Longwood has been known primarily as a teachers' college. We are now in the
process of shedding that image. This is not to say that teaching is being de-emphasized. We have a
strong and highly accredited) teacher education program. It is time to consider the student who
comes to Longwood for a B.S. without the desire to teach.
The Curriculum Committee has been asked to study the General Education requirements of
the college, particularly for non-teaching majors. In an effort to gather student opinions, we, the
student representatives of the Curriculum Committee, have prepared a short questionnaire to be
completed by the student body. We ask that you inform us so that we in turn can inform the faculty
and the administration. Otherwise, the committee will receive the opinions of three (out of 2,000)
students.
Please keep in mind that General Education requirements are at the present time required of
all students (see 1974-75 Longwood Bulletin pp. 5t-52. We not only welcome your suggestions, we also
promise to bring them before the Curriculum Committee. Please put all completed questionnaires in
I he designated hox in the New Smoker. Thank you.
Judy Moffitt
Carolyn Henshaw
Gay Harrington

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE
Do you think the present General Education requirements should be changed?
\cs

no

Do you feel I here arc loo many or too few G.E. requirements?
Should I he requirements be more specific? If yes, in what ways?

Should G. E. requirements vary for different major fields? Please comment.

Should (i E requirements lor the teacher and non-teacher bedifferent?
yes

no

Please explain.

Should two years oi a foreign language Ix1 required for entrance into Longwood?
VC8

no

Should .i foreign language IK- required after entrance? —yes

—no

Do you feel the <; E requirements have helped or hindered you in any way0 Please explain your
answer

\n\ additional comments:

Spring Weekend'
(Continued from Page 3)
corned) team oi Divided Wo
Stand. The concert was a real
knee shipper, with lots of
audience participation. Some
problemfc were anticipated
because no beer could be sold in
the gym,
hut everyone
cooperated and there were few
hassles.
The end of this concert marked
the end of spring week end.

Please return by April 25th

H-S Bicentennial
College Community
(Continued from Page 7)
Floyd Stovall, Dr. J. L. Shanley,
and Dr. Robert Spiller will speak
on "The American Character as
Reflected and-or Projected in the
Writings of Emerson, Thoreau,
Whitman and Melville." like all
other Bicentennial events at the
College, the literary Symposium
is made available free to the
public.

Colleges In The News
(Continued from Page 1)
returned to school for a degree in
journalism, and ran unopposed
for the finance position.
"I don't think I'll plan to
graduate until June of 1976," he
revealed. "It's too much fun."
Curtis said that he and his wife
plan to attend all of the school
functions his office funds "to
show that we are involved."

You'rt always

ROCHETTE'S FLORIST

welcome

Dr. Black well
(Continued from Page 1)
generous and considerate to me
in helping me to advance ideas
for academic projects, and I have
had full support from the Board
of Visitors. I have never had a
recommendation from the
faculty to me that I've taken to
the Board that has not been accepted. All in all it has been a real
team effort."
Perhaps one who knows him
best is Dr. Frank, chairman of
the English Department, who has
"known him both personally and
professionally for over seventeen
years. We taught together at
Delta State College in Cleveland,
Mississippi before he came to
Virginia. Speaking for myself
and the department, I am
delighted to welcome Dr. Blackwell back to the English
Department as a colleague. He is
a born classroom teacher. His
students have always considered
him to be a top classroom instructor. There are always more
students who want to take his
courses than we can acconiodate.
I hope he'll be with us as long as
I'm here."
Dr. Willett combined most of
Ixwigwood's comments about Dr.
Blackwell by saying, "He has
done a fantastic job as Dean and
an outstanding job academically.
I have never known a person who
was more dedicated to his job
than he was. He has given untiringly of himself, especially by
attending college events. One of
his many assets is his demonstration of interest in students,
and in what they are interested
and involved in. He has that rare
ability of bringing together
qualities of a scholar on the one
hand and of an administrator on
the other. Such a blending
together is rare and difficult to
find."
"When I think of Dr. Blackwell," added Mr. Dalton, administrative assistant, "I have
great respect. He is a real gentleman and a scholar, an outstanding teacher and administrator, and a person who is
really dedicated to education. He
has been a joy to work with day in
and day out. I have great respect
for him; he is a real fine human
being."
Along with everyone else, Dr.
Gussett, Assistant Dean, had
nothing but the best to say about
Dr. Blackwell. "It is unfortunate
that he has to retire. He has done
a real fine job as far as guiding
academic programs of the
college. Dean Blackwell gets
things done in a quiet, efficient
manner - that's just his way of
operating. I've never heard him
fuss or speak in a loud voice. He's
energetic - he tries to attend as
many activities as he can, no
matter what. Dr. Blackwell is a
verv intelligent man. but he has
the ability and takes the time to
listen and try to incorporate
ideas. Operating on a co-worker

MAKE $500

FLOWERS FOR
ILL OCCASIONS

ARE DUE APRIL 18TH

FIDELITY
NATIONAL

BANK

On each commission. Campus and
local representatives are needed
for nationwide employee search.
For full information write Sumner
Advertising Co., P.O. Box 643.
Peoria, III., 61601.

set up, he doesn't tell you to do
things, he asks you.
Very loyal to Longwood, his
door is always open to faculty and
students. He is very compassionate, understanding, not
critical at all, and very student
oriented. A member of several
state committees, Dr. Blackwell
gives a lot of speeches on behalf
of the college - at alumnae functions, high school graduations,
and many others.
A very strong trait is his
willingness to listen. He has done
a lot for the college that the
faculty and students aren't aware
of. If he as something to say, he'll
speak up. He has a nice style that
goes with the spirit of Ixmgwood,
and he bends over backward to
listen. Never a complainer and
very even-tempered, he doesn't
explode. Most of all, he is a great
scholar and a gentleman, and
that's important."
Still another admirer is
Associate Dean Wells. "I have
worked closely with Dr. Blackwell since 1969 in the Academic
Dean's Office, and have known
him for some time beyond that as
a teaching colleague at
Ixmgwood. My association with
him has been one of the most
pleasant and meaningful of my
career. His concern for the
students and faculty of the
college is limitless.
Through his efforts, the quality
and breadth of education
available at longwood has grown
significantly during his tenure as
Academic Dean. He constantly
seeks ways to improve the
academic opportunities available
to our students, to foster good
relations among the various
constituents of the College
community, and to develop an
atmosphere conducive to solid
academic achievement. It will be
difficult to find a replacement
who will be as dedicated to the
goal of academic excellence, and
who will be as knowledgeable as
Dr. Blackwell in finding ways to
achieve this goal."
Ixmgwood is losing a fantastic
Dean, but is gaining an even
greater instructor. The Search
Committee really has its hands
full in finding a replacement that
will be of Dr. Blackwell's caliber
in administration and personality. He has the style and
personality that never meets a
stranger. All who walk into his
office are welcome, whether they
come to praise or complain. As
Dean, Dr. Blackwell has been
superb. He gets the job done and
doesn't hesitate to initiate needed
improvements and find answers
to even the most trivial question.
More importantly though, he
doesn't sit impersonally and
dictatorially behind his desk day
in and day out. Longwood will
surely miss Dean Blackwell,
but we welcome Dr. Blackwell,
English professor, with open
arms. You're special.

